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Mk23 airsoft blowback



If you are looking for a H K MK23 USSOCOM Gas Blowback Airsoft Pistol Airsoft Pistol - . Take a look here you will find reasonable prices and many special offers. Another option for your favorite online shopping today. Caliber: 6mmVelocity: 380.00 ft/secAirsoft pistol w/ NS2 GBB System Whare buy H K
MK23 USSOCOM Gas Blowback Airsoft Pistol airsoft gun - See Check Price H K MK23 USSOCOM Gas Blowback Airsoft Pistol airsoft gun . Review Need to Buy Price. Once you buy, you might be looking for merchandise outline. Look at opinions purchased from customers in. A person with a clear
familiarity with the special advantages and benefits of KWA 101-00561. You can try to search for simillar items and often will help you buy with picking. You can try to find conversations. Shipping information and also facts will differ in relation to different goods. You can try searching for piece attributes. In
keeping as much as I'm sure buyers bought or even some other items on the web were also on criticism planned, advantageous offers, final 2nd bargains, low prices in retailers, shipping, offers, ideal bargains, offer, largest purchase services and products such as specific offers on Hansgrohe SP, best
very hot special offers, special savings, income on the web, brand new, holiday daily deals, and many others for old buyers as well as fresh buyers the H&amp;K MK23 USSOCOM gas blowback pistol makes a great battlefield sidearm for airsoft warriors. This semi-automatic pistol is licensed by H&amp;K
and has official H&amp;K brands etched into the handles. The MK23 also features KWA's patented NS2 gas supply system for greater performance and reliability. The NS2 system efficiently delivers gas through the gun and provides an increased weapon cycle rate and a satisfying recoil response. The
MK23 features a full metal slide and a functional core lever, a 25th magazine and a shot speed of 380 fps (with .20g BBs). An ambidextrous magazine release &amp; security lever makes this weapon an ideal side arm for left and right users! Features: Complete H&amp;K Brands Thread Edging Outflow
Accessories Rail Functional Safety &amp; Entcocking Lever Adjustable Hop-up NS2 Gas Blowback System Ambidextrous Safety Lever &amp; Magazine Release ... KWA H&amp;K MK23 USSOCOM Gas Blowback Airsoft Pistol, NS2 Gas Delivery System... KWA H&amp;K MK23 USSOCOM Gas
Blowback Airsoft Pistol, NS2 Gas Delivery System The H&amp;K MK23 USSOCOM Gas Blowback Pistol is a great battlefield side arm for intense airsoft wars. This semi-automatic pistol is licensed by H&amp;K and has official etched into the handles. The MK23 also features KWA's patented NS2 gas
supply system for greater performance and reliability. The NS2 system efficiently delivers gas through the gun and provides an increased weapon cycle rate and satisfying setback setback The MK23 features a full metal slide and a functional core lever, a 25th magazine and a shot speed of 380 fps (with
.20g BBs). An ambidextrous magazine release &amp; security lever makes this weapon an ideal side arm for left and right users! Features: Complete H&amp;K Brands Thread Edging Outer Run Accessories Rail Functional Safety &amp; De-shaming Lever Adjustable Hop-up NS2 Gas Blowback System
Ambidextrous Safety Lever &amp; Magazine Release Release Specifications: Total Length = 25 cm [9.84] Total Height = 15 cm [5.91] Inner Barrel Length = 130 mm Inner Diameter = 6.. 05 mm Weight = 1.16 kg [2.56 lbs] Barrel Thread = +16 mm Calibre = 6 mm Magazine Capacity = 25 Laps Speed =
110-116 MPS [360-380 FPS] Power output at 0.20g BB = 1.2 Joule Gas System = NS2 Propellant = Green Gas Included : Magazine, silicone oil, hop-up adjustment tool, sample package of airsoft BBs &amp; Manual 30 Day Return, 45 Day Warranty This is my first GBB, and I must say I'm really
impressed I bought one of these I wanted to say a while ago (Exact dates a little fuzzy) When I got this, I was very eager (I love the MK.23 , best gun ever conceived) How faithful to life it was, everything was functional, everything was True to Life Minus the bullets and Badassery the actual firearm. (This is
obvious) One thing that's completely unsolicited, but I fell in love with is that the extractor is functional, I put an empty .45 case in the gun (no, it didn't fit all the way) and yanked the slide back and the case came stumbling, I was a kid in a candy shop. anyway on the Pros and ConsCons:-Upon UN boxes
and fill them the first time, I prepared to fire it. Zog the trigger and the slide locked again and it threw all the gas, don't let this discourage it just happen once!-Many arenas will not allow this weapon because it shoots too hot 380-400FPS (Personally I think its brilliant) mags and spare parts are either very
expensive, and or do not exist NS2 system is good, but it still eats gas , it's like a 5.3 litre V8 Chevy Truck, A ride and you have used half a tank (in this case a can and a half for like 8 magazines )Pros:- Brilliant piece of Airsoft Engineering (kick is brilliant, not what it could be, but not so great) The gun is
incredibly accurate, and is hop-up adjustable-The FPS is brilliant, wonderful place To be behind the gun, on the receiving end not so much when someone shoots you with him.... You will feel it.. A LOT (I love hard hitting guns, more realistic) -Looks great with a Knights Armament Mock Suppressor, and a
Wilcox L.A.M. or another Rail L.A.M. (If you can get your hands on it, incredibly hard to find)-Extreme accurate, the accuracy Blew my mind I was hitting Shoot N C targets from 25, 30 (and Up) feet easy with Deadly accuracy , I counted 8 Heckler &amp; Koch counted 8 Heckler &amp; Koch that it's
enough to say ,EPIC everywhere - this pro has nothing to do with the weapon, but KWA customer service was by far the friendliest and most polite company I've ever had the pleasure of talking to. Overall, this is a wonderful weapon, pricey, but it's worth it. I have a minimum wage job, so I needed to save
a bot to get this, but oh my, it was so worth the wait. If you want a weapon that lets it run in the other direction, this is theoretically the choice for you. It hits hard, its very accurate, simply beautiful and effective Good Job KWAIf each of you have questions about this product, please do not hesitate to ask
me, I will be more than happy to answer, glad that I can help Manufacture: KWA Official H&amp;K Licensed Model: MK23 USSCOM Specifications: FPS: 350-- 380 with .20g BBs Magazine Capacity: 25 Rounds Hop Up: Yes Fire Modes: Safe/Semi Power: Green Gas Weight: 2.5 lbs Length: 9.5
inchFeatures:- Hard kicking blow back airsoft pistol- Full Metal slide alloy with Polymer Frame - Ver Locking Slider - Polymer Lower Receiver - Accessories Rail - Safety / Compensation Lever - Ambidextrous Magazine Release- 3 Point Combat View - Realistic Design and Field Stripping - Enlarged Trigger
Protection- 16mm Positive Thread Barrel Package Includes: MK23 Gas Gun , 25 RD Magazine, Silicone Oil, Hop-up Adjustment Tool, Starter BBs SKU: KWA-101-00561 182.95 $ Regular Price: 279.95 $ From The Stock Earn 182 5 Review (0 Customer Reviews) The KWA H&amp;K MK23 US SOCOM
FPS-340 Green Blow Gasback Airsoft Pistol is one of the top Airsoft pistols around and it's easy to see why! The H&amp;K MK23 Gas Blowback is a high-quality pistol with all-metal structure, realistic working slide and gas-in-mag design. The real blowback simulates what it's like to shoot a firearm. The
front and rear metal sightings allow precise shooting and impressive accuracy. The tactical rail system allows you to add accessories such as lasers and flashing lights to any of your favorite pistol swords, while the 14mm CCW barrel adapter allows you to add on an oppressor! This great Airsoft Gun
shoots at over 340 FPS and with a magazine capacity of 25 rounds you have a lot of ammunition and a lot of firepower! The KWA H&amp;K MK23 US SOCOM FPS-340 Green Gas Blowback Airsoft Pistol is used extensively in mil-sim events and is ready to take the Airsoft world by storm, so hurry up and
get yours today! Features: Green Gas Powered Full Metal Construction Licensed H&amp;K Airsoft Gun Tactical Rail System Blowback Technology Semi Automatic Firing Mode Realistic Construction and Design Adjustable Hop-UpIncludes: KWA H&amp;K MK23 US SOCOM FPS-340 Green Gas
Blowback Airsoft Pistol 25 Magazine Hop-Up Adjustment Wrench Sample Bag Of BBsSpecifications: FPS: 340 Magazine Capacity: 25 Rounds Size: 9.5 InchesThis is a Green Gas Airsoft Pistol which means that it uses Green Gas as a propellant. Es schießt hart hart fast and is extremely lifelike. This
Green Gas Airsoft pistol does not require pumping just point and shoot. This is a high-end green gas airsoft gun. Please use only .20 grams of high quality BBs with this item to keep it in order. Anything other than using ammunition for this weapon expires the warranty and can cause it to become clogged.
You must be 18 years or older to buy this Airsoft pistol. You must buy Green Gas separately for this weapon. If you have any questions about this product, please send an email to our friendly customer service. Be the first to add a reviewPlease sign in or sign up to leave a product review. Be the first to
ask a questionPlease log in or register to leave a question or answer. Answer.
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